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1. Introduction
The International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) welcomes the publication of this Green
Paper on the right to family reunification of third-country nationals living in the
European Union, and the initiative of the European Commission to consult widely on
the issue of family reunification. This initiative has the potential to be a very positive
step in the direction of bringing the Council Directive 2003/86/EC (hereinafter, “the
Family Reunification Directive”) in line and up to date with international human rights
law.
Composed of 60 eminent judges and lawyers from all regions of the world, the
International Commission of Jurists promotes and protects human rights through the
Rule of Law, by using its unique legal expertise to develop and strengthen national and
international justice systems. Established in 1952 and active on the five continents, the
ICJ aims to ensure the progressive development and effective implementation of
international human rights and international humanitarian law; secure the realization of
civil, cultural, economic, political and social rights; safeguard the separation of powers;
and guarantee the independence of the judiciary and legal profession.
In this response, the ICJ will answer certain of the questions, which relate to its
expertise on international law, and in particular international human rights law and
international refugee law. It will not deal with statistics and factual findings, which it
believes other sources are better suited to provide.
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2. The European Union and international human rights law
Family reunification and the laws that regulate it must be devised and implemented in
full compliance with international human rights law. The relevant framework in this
respect consists of the Treaty on the European Union (TEU) and the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), and in particular Member States’ obligations
under the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (EU Charter), as well as
their obligations under the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR) and international law treaties.
Discussion within the EU of family reunification standards and procedures must take
place in the context of the international law obligations which already apply to EU
Member States, as well as the associated jurisprudence of international courts and
tribunals, and other standards which have been accepted and supported by the EU and
its Member States. In terms of treaty standards, the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR), the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) and the European
Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) contain provisions binding upon all EU member
States. Article 6 TEU provides for binding legal force to the provisions of the EU
Charter, including Articles 7 (the right to respect family life) and Article 24 (children
rights) which have a particular importance for the issue of family reunification.
The ICJ also recalls that the European Council, in the Stockholm Programme, has
affirmed that “[t]he Union must ensure fair treatment of third country nationals who
reside legally on the territory of its Member States. A more vigorous integration policy
should aim at granting them rights and obligations comparable to those of citizens of
the Union. This should remain an objective of a common immigration policy and
should be implemented as soon as possible, and no later than 2014.”1 It is in this context
that it has asked the Commission to consider whether to reform the Family
Reunification Directive.
The European Pact on Immigration and Asylum also stated that, “[i]n line with the
values that have consistently informed the European project and the policies
implemented, the European Council solemnly reaffirms that migration and asylum
policies must comply with the norms of international law, particularly those that
concern human rights, human dignity and refugees.”2
3. International human rights law and standards on family reunification
The issue of family reunification has been dealt in various ways by international law
instruments. Some of them consider it as a self-standing right. Others treat it as a
corollary to the right to enjoy a family life and/or, in the case of children, from the right
not to be separated from one’s family and the principle of the best interest of the child.
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A holistic approach sees family reunification as an integral element of the obligation of
States to respect, protect and fulfil the right to respect for family life. In the case of
children, the obligations of international law related to family reunification are derived
from the child’s right to family life strengthened by the right of children not to be
separated arbitrarily from their parents (Article 9 CRC, and Article 24.3 EU Charter)
and the principle that the best interests of the child must be the basis in the assessment
of any decision related to the child (Article 3 CRC, and Article 24.2 EU Charter).
3.1. The right to a family life
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) provides that the family “is entitled
to protection by society and the State”,3 a principle also recalled in Article 33.1 of the EU
Charter: “The family shall enjoy legal, economic and social protection”. In refugee law,
the Final Act of the Conference of Plenipotentiaries which adopted the Geneva Refugee
Convention proclaimed that “the unity of the family, the natural and fundamental group
unit of society, is an essential right of the refugee”.4 The right to respect for family life is
enshrined in Article 8 of the ECHR, Article 17 of ICCPR, and Article 7 of the EU
Charter. All of these instruments are binding upon the EU Member States. The EU
Charter is binding directly on EU institutions.
The circumstances in which the right to respect for family life gives rise to obligations in
respect to family reunification have been considered most comprehensively by the
European Court of Human Rights.5 While the Court has emphasised that Article 8 does
not require States to respect a choice of matrimonial residence or authorise family
reunion in their territory,6 it has affirmed that there is a positive obligation on the State
of destination to facilitate family reunification on its territory where there is an
insurmountable objective obstacle preventing the migrant already within its
3
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jurisdiction from realising his or her family life rights in any other place.7 Any obstacles
to or conditions imposed on family reunification that can be shown to be unreasonable
will violate the right to respect for family life.8 Finally, a rule that discriminates as to
family reunification (whether detrimentally or preferentially) based on the gender of
the person settled in the country of destination or presumably other prohibited
grounds, would breach the prohibition of non-discrimination in connection with the
right to family life.9
The UN Human Rights Committee has based its jurisprudence on family reunification
on Article 23.1 of the ICCPR, which provides that “the family is the natural and
fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to protection by society and the
State.“10
3.2. The rights of the child
When children are involved, the decision on whether and how to provide for family
reunification will not only affect the child’s right to a family life, but also the child’s
right not to be separated arbitrarily from his or her parents and the principle of the best
interests of the child.
The principle of the best interests of the child, which applies to all of the normative
provisions of the CRC, is expressed in Article 3.1 CRC:
“In all actions concerning children, whether undertaken by public or private
social welfare institutions, courts of law, administrative authorities or legislative
bodies, the best interests of the child shall be a primary consideration.”
The same principle is present in Article 24.1 of the EU Charter.
In addition, children have a right not to be arbitrarily separated from their parents as
expressed in Article 9.1 CRC:
“States Parties shall ensure that a child shall not be separated from his or her
parents against their will, except when competent authorities subject to judicial
review determine, in accordance with applicable law and procedures, that such
separation is necessary for the best interests of the child.”
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Article 9.1 CRC is replicated in Article 24.3 of the EU Charter.
3.3. The international instruments on “family reunification”
The CRC was the first international human rights treaty to recognise specific rights
connected to family reunification, which applies in both asylum and other migration
situations. In terms of an application to enter a country for the purposes of family
reunification, Article 10.1 CRC spells out the State’s obligations:11
“In accordance with the obligation of States Parties under article 9, paragraph 1,
applications by a child or his or her parents to enter or leave a State Party for the
purpose of family reunification shall be dealt with by States Parties in a positive,
humane and expeditious manner. States Parties shall further ensure that the
submission of such a request shall entail no adverse consequences for the
applicants and for the members of their family.”
In the European human rights system, according to the European Social Charter (revised),
Member States that accept to be bound by Article 19 of the Charter have an obligation to
“facilitate as far as possible the reunion of the family of a foreign worker permitted to
establish himself in the territory.”12 This obligation must include “at least the worker's
spouse and unmarried children, as long as the latter are considered to be minors by the
receiving State and are dependent on the migrant worker.”13
Family reunification is also addressed by the European Convention on the Legal Status of
Migrant Workers of 1977. Article 12.1 of the Convention says that:
“the spouse of a migrant worker who is lawfully employed in the territory of a
Contracting Party and the unmarried children thereof, as long as they are
considered to be minors by the relevant law of the receiving State, who are
dependent on the migrant worker, are authorised on conditions analogous to
those which this Convention applies to the admission of migrant workers and
according to the admission procedure prescribed by such law or by international
agreements to join the migrant worker in the territory of a Contracting Party,
provided that the latter has available for the family housing considered as
normal for national workers in the region where the migrant worker is
employed. Each Contracting Party may make the giving of authorisation
conditional upon a waiting period which shall not exceed twelve months”.
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Article 12 furthermore allows States to include the condition that the sponsor must also
have “steady resources sufficient to meet the needs of his family” (Article 12.2)14 and
allows for derogations in times of high numbers of requests for family reunification
which exceed the country’s capacity (Article 12.3).
There are two reasons, however, for which this Convention should not be used as a
primary indicator as to the developments of international human rights law on family
reunification. First, the Convention refers to migrant worker as “a national of a
Contracting Party who has been authorised by another Contracting Party to reside in its
territory in order to take up paid employment.“15 As the Convention is reciprocal in
character, its scope of application is narrowly circumscribed. Secondly, the Convention
has only eleven State Parties, six of which are Member States of the European Union:
France, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, and Sweden.
Declarations also provide guidance for some measures of family reunification, in
particular for people who have been granted international protection. The UNHCR
Executive Committee (ExCom) has recommended that States facilitate the admission to
their territory of the spouse or dependent children of persons granted temporary refuge
or durable asylum.16 The ExCom, along with the Committee on the Rights of the Child
and the Council of Europe’s Committee of Ministers, has also recommended that these
persons should be granted the same legal status and facilities as the principal protected
person.17 In the case of requests of family reunion by family members of refugees or
persons in need of international protection, the Committee of Ministers of the Council
of Europe has recommended that applications be treated “in a positive, humane and
expeditious manner” and stipulated that “[w]here applications for family reunion by
such persons are rejected, independent and impartial review of such decisions should
be available.”18
3.4. Problems linked with family reunification: dependency
Although this question has not been directly addressed by the Green Paper, the ICJ
would like to draw the European Commission’s attention to certain human rights
concerns related to the linkages of a family member’s permit to that of his or her
sponsor.
These situations may lead such persons to a situation of dependency, whereby they are
unable to exercise or claim protection for their human rights. In cases of divorce or
14
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separation from the principal residence permit holder, they may find themselves at risk
of deportation or, in the absence of a valid residence permit, face increased vulnerability
to exploitation. These situations may give rise to a range of human rights impairment
for those concerned, and in particular women migrants.19 For example, they may be
unable or unwilling to seek protection from domestic violence or to leave abusive
relationships because their legal right to remain in a country is premised on the
relationship concerned. The limited rights often associated with family-reunification
permits can significantly limit the ability of holders to seek educational and/or
employment opportunities, which in the case of women who migrate for family
reunification may perpetuate stereotyped gender-roles and give rise to integration
difficulties. On the other hand, women who are the primary permit-holder may be at
particular risk of violence if they seek to end relationships with partners whose
residency rights are wholly connected with the relationship.20
Indeed, the UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women has
found that, pursuant to the obligation Article 2(f) of the Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Discrimination against Women, “when residency permits of women migrant
workers are premised on sponsorship of an employer or spouse, States parties should
enact provisions relating to independent residency status. Regulations should be made
to allow for the legal stay of a woman who flees her abusive employer or spouse or is
fired for complaining about abuse”.21
In recognition of the particular risks of human rights violations and abuses which may
arise in these contexts, in the Council of Europe, the Committee of Ministers has
recommended to Member States that, “in the case of divorce, separation or death of the
principal, a family member having been legally resident for at least one year may apply
for an autonomous residence permit. Member States should give due consideration to
such applications. In their decision, the best interest of the children concerned shall be a
primary consideration.”22
The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe has repeatedly recommended
that an individual legal status be granted to migrant women who join their spouses and
non-married partners through family reunion, if possible within one year of their date
of arrival, and to children who reach the age of majority in order to afford them
protection in the event of deportation, divorce, separation or the death of the principal
right-holder.23
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4. Replies of the International Commission of Jurists to the Green Paper’s questions
Q1: Are these criteria (reasonable prospect for the right of permanent residence at the
time of application as regulated in Article 3 and a waiting period until reunification
can actually take place as regulated in Article 8) the correct approach and the best
way to qualify the sponsors?
The Family Reunification Directive is applicable to the sponsors who have a residence
permit for a period of one year or more and have reasonable prospects of obtaining the
right to permanent residence (Article 3). Furthermore, the State may require the sponsor
for a period not exceeding two years before having his or her family rejoining (Article
8).
The ICJ finds the two provisions problematic in light of international human rights law.
The ICJ recalls that family reunification is a positive obligation where there is an
insurmountable objective obstacle preventing the migrant already with a State’s
jurisdiction from realising family life rights in any other place,24 and that the imposition
of obstacles to or conditions for family reunification will violate the right to respect for
family life where they can be shown to be unreasonable.
The ICJ considers that the requirement of having “reasonable prospects of obtaining the
right to permanent residence” is not an objective criterion. First, it does not spell out the
conditions upon which a person may be deemed to have “reasonable prospects”;
secondly, it leaves an impermissibly wide scope of discretion to the national authorities
to decide, without reasoned grounds, on the prospect that the sponsor will obtain such
a permit. The ICJ considers that this requirement constitutes an unreasonable obstacle
to family reunification and is highly likely to lead to violations of the applicants’ right to
respect for family life.
The situation is even more worrying when children are involved. These provisions of
the Directive refer to both children and adults. The provisions of Article 3 of the
Directive requiring reasonable prospects to have permanent residence and the
possibility to apply a waiting period of two years for family reunification (Article 8)
would be highly likely to lead to situations in breach of Article 10.1 CRC, according to
which applications by a child or his or her parents to enter or leave a State Party for the
purpose of family reunification must be dealt with by States Parties “in a positive,
humane and expeditious manner”.
The ICJ is aware that the European Court of Justice has considered that the waiting
period provided in Article 8 and even the exceptional derogation period of three years
do not constitute an infringement of the principle of the best interests of the child and of
the right to a family life. The Court reached this decision by considering that the best
interests of the child, included in Article 5.5 of the Directive, already limited the
application of Article 8, as well as did the criteria of evaluation of Article 17, which
mirror those used by the European Court of Human Rights in family reunification
24
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cases.25 Regrettably, however, the Court, although considering the CRC as source of law
in EU law, did not base its reasoning on that Convention. Instead, it limited its authority
to the European Court of Human Rights the jurisprudence of which is confined to the
European Convention, which contains only a part of the overall normative protective
framework in this area.
The ICJ recalls that the UN Human Rights Committee has found, in its concluding
observations on Switzerland, that a rule prohibiting family reunification for foreign
workers until 18 months after the obtaining of a temporary residence permit was not in
compliance with Article 23 ICCPR, as the possibility of reunification should be given
“shortly after” obtaining the permit.26
The ICJ also recalls that the Council of Europe’s Parliamentary Assembly (PACE) has
recommended that Member States “facilitate the family reunification of separated
children with their parents in other member states even when parents do not have
permanent residence status or are asylum seekers, in compliance with the principle of
the best interest of the child.”27
Finally, the ICJ concurs with the PACE Committee on Migration which, in its replies to
this Green Paper, has found “the condition requiring a sponsor to have a reasonable
prospect of obtaining the right of permanent residence problematic because of the
possibility to exclude almost anybody.”28
Q3: Do you see an interest in maintaining those standstill clauses which are not used
by Member States, such as the one concerning children older than 15?
The Family Reunification Directive provides that, “by way of derogation, where a child
is aged over 12 years and arrives independently from the rest of his/her family, the
Member State may, before authorising entry and residence under this Directive, verify
whether he or she meets a condition for integration provided for by its existing
legislation on the implementation of this Directive” (Article 4.1, last indent). It also
allows for Member States to “request that the application concerning family
reunification of minor children have to be submitted before the age of 15, as provided
for by its existing legislation on the date of the implementation of this Directive. If the
application is submitted after the age of 15, the Member States which decide to apply
this derogation shall authorise the entry and residence of such children on grounds
other than family reunification” (Article 4.6).
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The Green Paper and the Commission’s evaluation29 have observed that Article 4.6 has
not been used by any EU Member States. Considering that it may be activated only “as
provided for by its existing legislation on the date of the implementation of this
Directive”,30 it follows that it is already an inert provision devoid of any substantive
impact and rationale.
In these documents, the Commission has also pointed out that only two countries,
Germany and Cyprus, have made use of the derogation of Article 4.1. The derogation
by Cyprus, it was noted, was inserted after the Directive’s implementation deadline. As
such, the ICJ remarks that the derogation was made in breach of the Family
Reunification Directive. Only Germany, therefore, has implemented the exception in
compliance with the Directive.
The ICJ stresses that in all EU Member States the age of majority is at least 18 and that,
according to Article 1 of the CRC, “a child means every human being below the age of
eighteen years unless under the law applicable to the child, majority is attained earlier.”
As the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child pointed out, “[t]his means that any
instruments governing children in the territory of the State cannot define a child in any
way that deviates from the norms determining the age of majority in that State.”31
The guarantees of Articles 9 and 10 CRC and Article 24.3 EU Charter considered above
on family reunification and the principle of the best interest of the child, enshrined in
Article 3 CRC and Article 24.2 EU Charter, are therefore valid and operative for
everyone until the age of 18. The European Court of Human Rights has found a breach
of the right to family life of a child who could not join the family because the age limit
for family reunification had been downgraded to 15.32
The principle of non-discrimination when applied to children is particularly
compelling. Article 2 of the CRC provides that:
“1. States Parties shall respect and ensure the rights set forth in the present
Convention to each child within their jurisdiction without discrimination of any
kind, irrespective of the child's or his or her parent's or legal guardian's race,
colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or
social origin, property, disability, birth or other status.
2. States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that the child is
protected against all forms of discrimination or punishment on the basis of the
status, activities, expressed opinions, or beliefs of the child's parents, legal
guardians, or family members.”33
The exceptions expressed by Article 4 appear to be unnecessary at a European level,
considering that only one State has applied any of them since the adoption of the
Directive in 2003. They are also incompatible with international human rights law on
the rights of the child. These provisions discriminate against certain children on account
29
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of their age, without reasonable justification for making any such distinction. This is in
breach of Article 2 CRC and Article 21 of the EU Charter, which expressly prohibit
discrimination on the base of age. Furthermore, it is difficult to comprehend how a
child’s separation from his or her family of the child through denial of family
reunification, whether for reasons of integration from the age of 12 or without a reason
from age 15, could be consistent with the best interest of the child, which is a
paramount principle of international human rights law.
The ICJ is aware that the European Court of Justice has considered that Articles 4.1, last
indent, and 4.6 do not contravene the principles of non-discrimination, the best interest
of the child, and the right to a family life. The Court reached this result by considering
that the best interest of the child, included in Article 5.5 of the Directive, already limited
the application of Articles 4.1 and 4.6, as well as it did the criteria of evaluation of
Article 17, which mirror those used by the European Court of Human Rights in family
reunification cases.34 The ICJ, however, regrets that the Court, although considering the
UN CRC as source of law in EU law, did not base its reasoning on the CRC. Instead it
confined its reliance only to the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights,
which contains only a part of the overall normative protective framework in this area.
The Council of Europe’s Commissioner for Human Rights, Thomas Hammarberg, has
forcefully and repeatedly affirmed the principle that “[c]hildren have the right to live
with their relatives [and that t]he right to family reunification applies to all children.”35
In this context, he has also stressed that limiting the right to family reunification to
children below 14 or 15 years of age is contrary to international human rights law and,
in particular, the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.
Finally, the ICJ agrees with the PACE Committee on Migration which, in its replies to
this Green Paper, has expressed its concern at these derogation and optional clauses
and recommended their withdrawal.36
Q4: Are the rules on eligible family members adequate and broad enough to take
into account the different definitions of family existing other than that of the nuclear
family?
The International Commission of Jurists considers that the definition of family and the
rules on eligible family members are not adequate and not broad enough to meet the
requirements of international human rights law, in particular in light of the wide
definition of “family” to which family life rights apply.
The European Court’s definition of family is a broad one, which has developed over
time in accordance with changing conceptions of family, and is likely to continue to do
34
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so in light of evolving social attitudes.37 The Court has addressed two broad categories
of relationships: relationships between children and their parents and partnerships
between adults.38
In the context of relationships between minor children and their parents, family life will
always be considered to exist between a child and the parent(s) with whom the child
cohabits. Where a child’s parents are married or cohabiting, this family relationship will
continue to exist even where, due to parental separation, the child ceases to live with
one parent.39 Where a child’s parents have never been married or cohabiting, other
factors may serve to demonstrate that the child’s relationship with the parent with
whom the child does not live, amounts to a family relationship. These factors will
include the nature and duration of the parents’ relationship prior to the birth of the
child and, in particular, whether they had planned to have a child, contributions made
to the child’s care and upbringing, and the quality and regularity of contact. In a case
concerning migration, the European Court held that for adult parents and adult
children, an additional element of dependence is normally required to give rise to the
protection of the right to a family life.40
In the context of adult partnerships, family life will be held to exist in relation to both
opposite-sex and same-sex41 marital relationships and stable and committed cohabiting
non-marital relationships. 42 When determining whether a relationship amounts to
family life, a number of factors may be relevant, including whether the couple live
together, the length of their relationship and whether they have demonstrated their
commitment to each other by having children together or by any other means.43
The Human Rights Committee has affirmed that “the term ‘family’, for purposes of the
Covenant, must be understood broadly to include all those comprising a family as
understood in the society concerned. The protection of such family is not obviated by
the absence of formal marriage bonds, especially where there is a local practice of
customary or common-law marriage. Nor is the right to protection of family life
necessarily displaced by geographical separation, infidelity, or the absence of conjugal
relations. However, there must first be a family bond to protect.”44
The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe has on several occasions urged
“states to interpret the concept of asylum seekers’ families as including de facto family
members (natural family), for example an asylum seeker’s partner or natural children as
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well as elderly, infirm or otherwise dependent relations.”45 It also urged states “to
apply, where possible and appropriate, a broad interpretation of the concept of family
and include in particular in that definition members of the natural family, non-married
partners, including same-sex partners, children born out of wedlock, children in joint
custody, dependent adult children and dependent parents.”46
The European Commissioner for Human Rights also noted that “many [European
countries] have used a strictly limited definition of family to include only parents and
their immediate children. This ignores the obvious fact that the shape of the core family
differs depending on traditions and situations. In war-torn and HIV affected areas, for
instance, it is not unusual for orphaned children to be cared for by other relatives. Often
grandparents, or other members of the extended family, depend on the active
generation. A positive and humane policy should consider the real family pattern in
each individual case.”47
The ICJ believes that a definition of family members appropriate to the tenets of
international human rights law should be based on the existence of family ties de facto
and not only de iure, regardless of sexual orientation and gender identity, thus including
parents, children, direct ascendants, and other siblings, from families also de facto and
also from same-sex families. The ICJ also believes that the concept of family members
who may be a sponsor of a child or may reunite with unaccompanied child should be
driven by the paramount principle of the best interests of the child, and not be limited
by a strict classification of eligible family members.
Q6: In view of its application, is it necessary and justified to keep such a derogation
in the Directive to provide for a three year waiting period as from the submission of
the application?
Article 8.2 of the Directive introduces the possibility for States to derogate from the
ordinary waiting period:
“where the legislation of a Member State relating to family reunification in force
on the date of adoption of this Directive takes into account its reception capacity,
the Member State may provide for a waiting period of no more than three years
between submission of the application for family reunification and the issue of a
residence permit to the family members.”
The European Court of Human Rights has found, in the case Nunez v. Norway, that two
years of separation between a mother and child would not be in compliance with the
best interest of the child, which is a limit to the State’s margin of appreciation in
restricting the enjoyment of the right to a family life.48 Even if the case dealt with the
expulsion and entry ban of the mother, the reasoning is also applicable to the case of
45
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pending reunification if the period of separation would last two years or more. The
ICJ’s observations on Question 1 above, concerning the waiting period of two years for
reunification, are also relevant here.
It should also be noted that the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe has
previously urged States “to make administrative procedures as straightforward and
transparent as possible and to harmonise at European level waiting periods, limiting
them to a maximum of twelve months, and not to consider as grounds for rejecting the
application the failure to provide certain documents that are not instrumental in the
fulfilment of the conditions for family reunification.”49
The ICJ believes that the clause in question is obsolete. It was requested by one State
only, Austria, which is the only State to have made use of it.50 More than eight years
after the adoption of the Directive, this provision is and must be considered an
unacceptable derogation to the purpose of building a more integrated Common
European Asylum System as mandated by Article 79 TFEU and by the Stockholm
Programme.51 A waiting period of three years is capable of rendering almost void the
right to respect for family life, in particular in cases involving children.
Q8: Should the family reunification of third country nationals who are beneficiaries
of subsidiary protection be subject to the rules of the Family Reunification Directive?
Should beneficiaries of subsidiary protection benefit from the more favourable rules
of the Family Reunification Directive which exempt refugees from meeting certain
requirements (accommodation, sickness insurance, stable and regular resources)?
In the Stockholm Programme, which all EU institutions have a duty to implement, the
European Council clearly required creation of a uniform status for all those deserving
international protection, be that refugee or subsidiary protection.52 The same obligation
is expressed by Article 78 TFEU.
The ICJ maintains that a uniform status for beneficiaries of international protection
entails a uniform access to their human rights, including their right to respect for family
life. For this reason, the ICJ considers that it is implied in these obligations enshrined in
the TFEU and the Stockholm Programme that the protection of refugees and
beneficiaries of subsidiary protection should be equal as regards family reunification.
Furthermore, the ICJ recalls that the impossibility of returning to one’s own country,
regardless of whether this is due to persecution or to the principle of non-refoulement,
constitutes an insurmountable objective obstacle to the enjoyment of the right to a
family life somewhere else (see case law at paragraph 3.1) and gives rise to an
obligation on the State of presence of the beneficiary of international protection to
49
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facilitate and fulfil his or her right to family reunification. For children, as has been
discussed, this obligation is further reinforced by the obligation to respect their best
interests and their right not to be separated from their parents.
The European Commissioner for Human Rights has noted that “[s]ome governments
argue that family unity could be reached in many cases if the newcomers go back to
their family members in the country of origin; the implied message is that the family
separation is self-inflicted. However, many just cannot go back home for the same
reasons which forced them once to flee. This is the case not only for those who have
been granted asylum but also for those who are seeking such status and a great number
of those who have temporary or subsidiary protection. Again, a positive and humane
policy would give room for considering the real situation.”53
The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe has also stressed that, “[w]hile
welcoming the preferential treatment granted to refugees in the recent European Union
Council Directive on the right to family reunification (2003/86/EC), the Assembly
expresses its regret that it does not recognise the right to family reunion for persons
granted subsidiary protection, nor does it lay down harmonised provisions with regard
to the conditions, procedures and timeframes for granting resident status and
associated rights.”54 The Parliamentary Assembly recommended that States “grant the
right to family reunification to persons benefiting from subsidiary protection.”55
The ICJ considers therefore that, since the same considerations regarding return to their
country of origin apply to beneficiaries of subsidiary protection as to refugees, no
distinction may be drawn under international human rights law between these two
categories of people as regards family reunification. The Directive must likewise treat
the two categories equally, in order to comply with international law and the EU
Charter.
Q9: Should Member States continue to have the possibility to limit the application of
the more favourable provisions of the Directive to refugees whose family
relationships predate their entry to the territory of a Member State?
Should family reunification be ensured for wider categories of family members who
are dependent on the refugees, if so to which degree?
Should refugees continue to be required to provide evidence that they fulfil the
requirements regarding accommodation, sickness insurance and resources if the
application for family reunification is not submitted within a period of three months
after granting the refugee status?
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The ICJ is concerned by the possibility, under Article 9.2 of the Directive, to limit the
application of the more favourable provisions aimed at refugees, only to the family
relationship predating the refugee’s entry in the Member State’s territory.
International refugee law and international human rights law do not distinguish
between families formed in the country of origin as opposed to any other place. Such a
limitation on the definition of family would constitute an undue infringement of the
refugees’ and the family members’ right to respect for family life. The ICJ recalls that
under Article 8 ECHR and Article 7 EU Charter there is a positive obligation on the
State of refuge to facilitate family reunification and ensure family unity on its territory
where there is an insurmountable objective obstacle preventing the refugee already
within its jurisdiction from realising his or her family life rights in any other place.56
Fleeing armed conflict and/or seeking asylum are likely to present such obstacles to the
development of family life outside of the country of destination.57
With regard to the second part of this question, the ICJ refers to its observations in
relation to Question 4. The ICJ believes that an approach in compliance with
international human rights law must not merely contain a fixed list of family members,
otherwise than as a minimum standard, but must be a flexible one which tries to fully
ensure the right to respect for family life of the beneficiary of international protection,
taking into account the best interests of the child in relevant cases, and with regard to
the individual situation of the person concerned.
With regard to the obligation to satisfy conditions when the application for family
reunification has been submitted more than three months subsequent to the granting of
refugee status (Article 12.1 of the Directive), the ICJ believes that this requirement is
highly problematic. The very recognition of refugee status or of subsidiary protection
constitutes an insurmountable objective obstacle to the achievement of the applicant’s
family life in his or her state of origin. In such circumstances, in the absence of the
possibility of family reunification elsewhere, the State in which the individual is present
has an obligation of family reunification. While the attachment of conditions might
ensure a better integration of the refugee’s family, the refusal or undue delay of family
reunification because of these conditions would be in breach of Article 8 ECHR, Article
7 EU Charter and Article 17 ICCPR.
The ICJ recalls that the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, referring to
both refugees and all other categories of migrants, expressed its belief “that certain
provisions allowing for derogations that enable states to make applications subject to
financial and housing-related conditions, integration criteria or age limits could, if
applied strictly, pose a threat to the right to respect for family life, particularly the rights
granted to children, and reinforce the risk of social exclusion of certain nationals of nonEU member states.”58
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It also recommended in 2004 that States “impose less strict conditions for applicants in
respect of financial guarantees, health insurance and housing and, in particular, to
avoid any discrimination against women migrants and refugees which could result
from their imposition.”59 PACE even stressed the importance “to facilitate family
reunion […] before the completion of the sometimes very lengthy procedure for
determining refugee status, in exceptional cases and for humanitarian reasons.”60
Q12: Should administrative fees payable in the procedure be regulated? If so, should
it be in a form of safeguards or should more precise indications be given?
The ICJ considers that, according to international law, whenever a refugee or other
migrant is entitled to family reunification in order to assure the enjoyment of his or her
right to a family life, the best interest of the child or the child’s right not to be separate
arbitrarily from his or her parents, there is a corresponding obligation of the State to
fulfil this right to family reunification. While the fulfilment of this obligation does not
per se prohibit the imposition of administrative fees, it does exclude administrative fees
which would render the family reunification impossible, illusory or impractical, as
when the family member or the sponsor cannot reasonably afford to pay the
administrative fee.
The ICJ draws the Commission’s attention to the recent case of the European Court of
Human Rights, G.R. v. the Netherlands, where the Court considered “whether the
applicant had effective access to the administrative procedure by which he might,
subject to fulfilling the conditions prescribed by domestic law, obtain a residence permit
which would allow him to reside lawfully with his family in the Netherlands.”61 The
Court concluded that the State breached the applicant’s right to an effective remedy,
under Article 13 ECHR, because of “the disproportion between the administrative
charge in issue and the actual income of the applicant’s family [which] unjustifiably
hindered the applicant’s use of an otherwise effective domestic remedy.”62
Q14: How could the application of these horizontal clauses be facilitated and ensured
in practice?
The horizontal clauses referred to in the question are Article 5.5 of the Directive which
states that “[w]hen examining an application, the Member States shall have due regard
to the best interest of the child.” The provision is located at the very end of Article 5,
which deals with submission and examination of the application for family
reunification.
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The other horizontal clause is Article 17, almost at the very end of the Directive, which
states: “Member States shall take due account of the nature and solidity of the person’s
family relationships and the duration of his residence in the Member State and of the
existence of family, cultural and social ties with his/her country of origin when they
reject an application, withdraw or refuse a residence permit or decide to order the
removal of the sponsor or the members of his family.”
The first clause enshrines the principle of the best interest of the child, which is a
paramount principle of international human rights law and is expressed in Article 3
CRC and Article 24.2 EU Charter. The European Court of Human Rights has also
underlined that, “in all decisions concerning children, their best interests must be
paramount. As the Grand Chamber recently observed in Neulinger and Shuruk v.
Switzerland [GC], no. 41615/07, § 136, 6 July 2010:
“The child’s interest comprises two limbs. On the one hand, it dictates that the
child’s ties with its family must be maintained, except in cases where the family has
proved particularly unfit. It follows that family ties may only be severed in very
exceptional circumstances and that everything must be done to preserve personal
relations and, if and when appropriate, to ‘rebuild’ the family [Gnahoré v. France,
no. 40031/98, § 59, ECHR 2000 IX] On the other hand, it is clearly also in the child’s
interest to ensure its development in a sound environment, and a parent cannot be
entitled under Article 8 to have such measures taken as would harm the child’s
health and development (see, among many other authorities, Elsholz v. Germany
[GC], no. 25735/94, § 50, ECHR 2000 VIII, and Maršálek v. the Czech Republic,
no. 8153/04, § 71, 4 April 2006).”63
As for the CRC, it specifies that in any decision concerning children, the primary
consideration must be the best interests of the child.64 The Committee on the Rights of
the Child has affirmed that this overarching consideration as to what is the best interest
of a child requires a clear and comprehensive assessment of the child’s identity,
including nationality, upbringing, ethnic, cultural and linguistic background, particular
vulnerabilities and protection needs, “allowing the child access to the territory is a
prerequisite to this initial assessment process.”65 The Committee identifies an obligation
to appoint a competent guardian and, if needed, to provide legal representation.66 In
relation to entry, therefore, unaccompanied or separated children67 are always to be
granted access under the “best interests” principle.
While it is laudable that Article 5.5 inserts the principle of the best interests of the child
in the Directive, the ICJ believes that the language used and the location of the
provision may contribute to the disregard by national authorities of this principle,
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despite its central place in international law and in the European Court of Justice’s
jurisprudence.68
The same must be said for the principles enshrined in Article 17, which correspond to
the criteria used by the European Court of Human Rights to decide when an obligation
of family reunification arises upon a State (see paragraph 3.1).
First, the ICJ considers it important that the language of the provisions reflects the preeminence of the principle of the best interests of the child in particular, and the
importance of both this and of the right to respect for family life (reflected in Article 17)
in international human rights law. The ICJ, therefore, believes that the language of “take
due account” and “have due regard to” should be amended to indicate that the best
interest of the child must at all times remain paramount. Second, the ICJ believes that
the cardinal role of these two provisions must be reflected in the systemic position in
the legislative text. These are principles which must inform the whole scheme of the
Directive. They should be included in a separate article to be inserted immediately after
the “scope” of the Directive, as follows: “Member States must follow the following
principles in any decision involving an issue of family reunification: (1) due account
must be taken of the nature and solidity of the person’s family relationships and the
duration of his residence in the Member State and of the existence of family, cultural
and social ties with his/her country of origin when they reject an application, withdraw
or refuse a residence permit or decide to order the removal of the sponsor or the
members of his family; (2) in any decision involving children, the best interests of the
child must be the primary consideration .”
5. General recommendations to the Commission
The International Commission of Jurists considers that the family reunification directive
should be revised in order for the European Union and its Member States to be able to
meet their international human rights obligations and their EU law obligations under
the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union. The ICJ therefore would support
a reform of the Directive in this sense. However, if the Commission decides not to
undertake a thorough reform of the Directive, the ICJ recommends, nonetheless, that
provisions in the current Directive which are either not used or underused be deleted in
a recast of the Family Reunification Directive.
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